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Abstract-The hydriding kinetics of MINi, before and after activation were studied experimentally and discussed in
terms of the models presented in Part I. The parameters in the kinetic equations previously obtained were determined.
The experimental data were in excellent agreement with the equations. The results indicate that the first hydrogenation
process is a phase transformation process, in which the nucleation and growth of P-phase is the hydriding
rate-controlling step. After activation, the hydriding process is governed by a mixed-controlled mechanism, with the
hydridingcontrolling step varying with the applied pressure and transformed fraction. Copyright @ 1996 International
Association for Hydrogen Energy

NOMENCLATURE

PO,P”>

The hydrogen concentration of the /?- or
u-hydride equilibriating with P,, at the interface betweenthe a- and the b-phase
Diffusion coefficient of hydrogen atomsin c1and b-phase
Nucleation barrier
Reactionrate constants
Ratio of active areasto the total area of the
samplesurface
Constant, representingthe constraint in the
hydrogen activity
Rate constant for hydrogen transition from
the surfaceto the matrix

c
Constant = -2
( %Ja
1

p'e,,

‘HI

i

Coefficient
Number of particles
Number of sitesin unit volume
Constant, dependingon the nucleation rate,
the growth rate and the shapeof the hydride
P,, Equilibrium pressure for the first hydrogenation and after activation
Hydrogen pressureat the outsideof sample
419

r0

‘x

XL?

Applied hydrogen pressure
Radiusof the material particle
Reactiontime
Ratio of hydrogen concentration at any time
to saturate hydrogen concentration equilibrating with PO
p-phasetransformedfraction

dn dX dX,
dt’dt’
dt

The hydriding rate

1. INTRODUCTION
In the previous paper(hereafterdenotedas Part I [l], a
reaction kinetic model for the hydriding reaction of
hydrogen storage alloy was proposed, in which the
hydriding processwasdivided into three steps.Kinetic
equationsfor the caseswhen each of the three stepsis
the rate-controlling step,respectively,have beenderived.
In this work, westudiedthe hydriding kineticsof MlNi,
at 30°C and in the hydrogen pressurerangeof 1.05-3.0
MPa, and obtained values for the parametersof the
kinetic equations.The dependenceof the hydriding rate
on the transformedfraction and thevariation of hydriding
rate with the appliedhydrogenpressureweredetermined
experimentallyand comparedwith the kinetic equation
curves. It was found that the test res&ts fitted these
equationsvery well. From theserest&s,we b&eve that
the nucleation and growth of the &p&%ase
is the ratecontrolling stepfar the first hy&o
after activation, the hydriding processis governed by a
mixed-controlledmechanism.
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Fig. 2. The P-C-T curves for MINis-H

system at 30°C.

boundary transition. Kinetic equationsare derived for
eachone of the three stepsas the rate controlling step,
asfollows:
(1) When the dissolutionof hydrogen into hydride is
the rate controlling step
dX@-(at lower PO) dt

3KRKz (PO-p,,)
r. K,K

0)

(2)
(2) When the diffusion of hydrogen atomsis the ratecontrolling ste

Hydrogen pressure, P,

dX, = 30,
dt

/{&l

- Xp)-li3 - l](l - K’)}
(3)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of hydriding rate versus transformed fraction X, and (b) schematic
diagramof hydriding
(3) When the phasetransformation (nucleation and
versus applied hydrogen pressure.
growth of the p-phase)is the rate controlling step
n’-

2. THE KINETIC MODEL AND KINETIC
EQUATIONS
As statedin our kinetic modelof Part I, the hydriding
processis believedto be divided into three steps:(i) the
dissolutionof hydrogen in the alloy (or its hydride); (ii)
hydrogendiffusion through the alloy (or its hydride); (iii)
phasetransformation(b-hydride depositingfrom supersaturateda-solidsolution).The hydrogendissolutioncan
be further divided into dissociativechemisorptionand

1

PO-P,
5 = n’Kb(1- X,)[ - Ln(1 - X,)] _n’ Ln P,,
dt
(4)
as the activation proceeds,P, decreasesand becomes
closeto zero after activation. Figures la and b are the
schematicdiagramsfor the hydriding rate versustransformed fraction
X, and applied hydrogen pressure,
_
respectively.
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Fig. 3. The activation kinetic curves of MINi, at 30°C and 3.0
MPa.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of hydriding rate on reacted fraction of
MINI,.

ponent alloys are in the range of 10. *--10 I 1 cm’ s- ’
The contentsand purities of the raw materialsusedin [4], in the MINI, ahoy, wetake D, roughly as7,5 x lo- *”
cm’ s-l The hydriding equilibriumpressures
for the first
the experiment are as follows: La-rich mischmetal(Ml)
hydrogenation
and
after
activation
are
P:,,
1.9 MPa
43.9% La, 5.1% Ce, 11% Pr, 38% Nd, and 2% other
and P,, = 1 MPa, respectively, and the constant
rare earths,metallicnickel of 99.9% purity, and 99.999%
K’( = C&C,,J = 0.124as shownin Fig. 2.
hydrogen. The sampleswere prepared by arc melting
underanargon atmosphereandremeltedmorethan twice 4.2. Determinationof activation kinetic equation
to assuregood homogeneity.The preparedsampleswere
The test results indicate that MlNi, has a large
inspectedwith X-ray diffraction and were found to be
singlephasedwith CaCu, structure. Chemicalanalysis hydrogen storagecapacity asshown in Fig. 2. It can be
also showedthat the compositionsof the sampleswere activated easily under 3.0 MPa hydrogen pressureat
close to the stoichiometric values. The particle size 30°C. Figure 3 showsits activation kinetic curves, the
measuredby SEM wasabout 5-15 pm.
incubation period is lessthan 10 min. The experimental
Each samplewas crushedto about 100 meshin air data of the dependenceof the hydrogen absorptionrate
and then loaded into a copper reactor. The amount of on the reactedfraction arepresentedin Fig. 4 (f&f circles).
samplewas about 1 g to reducethe effect of hydriding Comparingthe test resultswith the curvesin Fig. 1, we
heat. The temperaturewasaccuratelycontrolled usinga believethat the hydriding reaction of MlNi, for the first
large water bath. The first hydrogenation processwas hydrogenation processis characteristicof that of phase
measuredby meansof the volumetric method.After more transformation (nucleation and growth me&&am).
than 20 hydriding and dehydriding cycles,the hydriding From the experimentaldata in Fig. 4, the parr&netersof
kinetics were measuredby using the pressuresweep the first hydrogenationprocessin equation (4) are determethod, which was similar to that of Lee [Z], with the mined as
amount of hydrogen absorbedmeasuredwith a pressure
n’ = 2.1
tranducer by monitoring the pressuredrop of hydrogen
in the reactedsystem.The output of the pressuretransKb = 9.558 x 10-4 (s- ‘)
ducer was connected to a dynamic strain gauge and
P, = 0.9 MPa
recordedby an x-y recorder.The measurement
of P-C-T
plots has beendescribedelsewhere[3].
Thekinetic equationfor the first hydrogenationprocessis
4. DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS
dX,- - 0.001489x (1 - X,)
4.1. Determinationof parameters
dr
The particle size observedby SEM is about 5-15 pm,
x [ -Ln(l - X&]“.523s Ln(p, - 0.9) (5)
in the kinetic equation, the radius of the particles(rO)is
taken asan averagevalueof5 @. The hydrogendiffusion The testresultsare in excellent
nt with the kinetic
coefficientsin LaNi, and MmNi, and their muhicom- equation curve. From Figs 3 and 4, it is clear that the
3. EXPERIMENTAL
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Fig. 5. The variation of hydriding rate with the transformed fraction at 30°C and various applied pressures. 1. Dissociative
chemisorption (equation (6)) 2. Boundary transition (equation (7)) 3. Hydrogen diffusion (equation (8)) 4. Nucleation and growth
(equation (9)).
first hydrogenation process of MINI, is a phase transformation process, the hydriding rate is governed by
nucleation and growth of the j-phase.
After activation, the variation of the hydriding rate of
MINi, with the transformed fraction and various hydrogen pressure are shown in Fig. 5. When the applied
hydrogen pressure is small, the hydrogen absorption rate
is constant at first and unchanged with the transformed
reaction at the initial stage of the hydriding process, but
decreased with the transformed reaction at the later stage
(circles in figure). As the applied hydrogen pressure
increases, the hydrogen absorption rate is not constant
any more. The hydriding rate increases up to a maximum
value and then decreases (full triangle).
With the test results compared with the curves in Fig.
1, we believe that at lower applied hydrogen pressure,
the hydriding controlling step changes from hydrogen
dissolution at the initial stage to hydrogen diffusion at
the later stage, while at high hydrogen pressure, the
controlling step changes from nucleation and growth of
the P-phase to hydrogen diffusion. Fitting the test result
to equations (lH4), we obtain the values of the parameters of hydrogenation after activation as follows:

Pa = 0
n’ = 1.55,

Kb=6.25

x lo-‘(s-l)

K = KRK2/K, = 6.08 x 10e6 (cm MPa-l”
K, = 1.327 x lo-’

s-l)

(cm MPa- “’ s- ‘).

By substituting the above parameters into equations
(lH4), we obtain the kinetic equations for the hydriding
process after activation as follows. For hydrogen-dissolution-rate-controlled kinetic equations
(at lower PO)

$@ =0.03648 x (PO - 1)

(at higher P,)

!$@ = 0.09762 x (Jp,-

6)

1).

(7)
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1 - First hydmgenatioa [equation (S)]
2 - Nucleatioa and growth [eqnatioa (9)]
3 - Boaadary transitioa [eqaation (7)]
4 - Cbmaisqtba [cqaatioa (a)]
5 - Hydrogen diffasioa [equatioa (S)]
* - Experimental data
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For nucleationand growth of the j-phase limited kinetic
equation
5

dt

=

0.09688x (1 -

X,,)[

-Ln(l

- Xg)J0.354K

Wpd.
(91

5. EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Thehydriding kineticsof MINi, at constantpressure

n
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1.9
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The kinetic curves based on equations (6)-(g) for
P = 1.05, 1.5 and 2.0 MPa are also plotted in Fig. 5.
From this figure, it can be seenthat the test resultsagree
with the rule that the stepwith the lowest rate governs
the hydriding process.The straight lines 1 and 2 are for
the caseswhen the hydriding rate controlling stepsare
dissociativechemisorptionand boundary transition, respectively, curve 3 is for the casewhen the hydriding
processis governed by hydrogen diffusion through the
hydride phase,and curve 4 isfor the casewhennucleation
and growth is the hydriding rate controlling step.When
the applied hydrogen pressureis small, the level of line
1islower than that of line 2,and whenthe reactedfraction
is large, the hydrogen-diffusion-rate-limitedhydriding
kinetic equation curve becomesthe lowest one. The
experimentaldata fit line 1 and curve 3 very well. This
means that, for this case, the hydriding mechanism
changesfrom the hydrogen-dissociative-chemisorptionrate-limited mechanismat the initial hydriding stage
(exceptfor the considerablysmallreactedfraction) to the
hydrogen-diffusion-limitedone at the later stage.As the
applied hydrogen pressureincreases,the level of line 1
becomeshigher than that of line 2, which it meansthat
the hydriding rate controlling stepchangesfrom hydrogen dissociativechemisorptionto boundary transition
when the reacted fraction is small. When the applied
hydrogenpressureis high, the hydrogenis dissolvedinto
the sample(both dissociativechemisorptionand boundary transition) rather quickly; the hydriding rate is
governed by nucleation and growth and the hydrogen
diffusionmechanism.
As the hydrogenationproceeds,the
hydriding rate controlling step changesfrom nucleation
and growth of the /?-phaseto hydrogen diffusion.
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2 - Nucleation aad gmwtb [equation (9)]
3 - Bouadary traasitioa [cqaation (7)]
4 - Dissociative chemisarption [cquazion (6)]
5 - Hydmgca diffusion (equation (S)]
. - Experimental data
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Fig. 6. The hydriding

rate versus the applied hydrogen
(a) X, = 0.2; (b) X, = 0.8.

pressure

For hydrogen-diffusion-rate-controlledkinetic equation
5 = 0.01029x (A
dt

- I)/{&(1 - XB)-1’3 - 11).
(8)

The dependenceof the hydriding rate on the applied
hydrogen pressureis presentedin Fig. 6a and b for the
reactedfractions 0.2 and 0.8, respectively.
As previously stated, the first hydrogenation is a
processof nucleationandgrowth of the p-phaseasshown
in Fig. 6a curve 1,becauseevena few defectsin the matrix
make the nucleation and growth of the P-phasevery
difficult, its nucleation barrier is P, = 0.9 MPa (see
Section4.2).As the hydriding/dehydridingcycleproceeds,
P, decreasesand becomeszero after activation. This
meansthat curve 1will movein a parallelmannertowards
the low pressuresideand finally coincide with curve 2.
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It is dueto this fact that the defectscausedby the volume
expansionof hydrogenationmakenucleationand growth
of the P-phasefast and easy.From Fig. 6a, we can also
seethat, when the reactedfraction is small(X, = 0.2),at
a low appliedhydrogenpressure0.1 MPa < p < 1.72Pa
as shownin Fig. 6a, the dissolutionof hydrogen is the
rate controlling step.At first, at p < 1.5 MPa the dissociative chemisorptioncontrols the dissolution,but at 1.5
MPa < p < 1.72MPa (seeFig. 6a), the rate controlling
stepof dissolutionchangesfrom dissociativechemisorption to boundary transition,the relation of the hydriding
rate to appliedpressurealsochangesfrom beingproportional to p to proportional to pljz. As the applied
hydrogen pressureincreasesfurther, i.e. p > 1.72 MPa,
the dissolutionrate will be much fasterand easier.Then,
the rate controlling stepwill changefrom the boundary
transition to nucleationand growth. Figure 6b indicates
that at the final hydriding stage, hydrogen diffusion
through the hydride phasecontrolsthe hydriding process.
As the hydriding continues,the rate of diffusion becomes
slower.Hencein the o!+ fi two-phasecoexistingregion,
the /?-phase
startsto form a continuouslayer whichgrows
gradually. When the width of the hydride becomesthick,
the diffusion distance will be longer. This makes the
hydrogen diffusion through the hydride phasethe ratecontrolling step.
From Figs 5 and 6, we believe that the hydriding
processof MlNi, after activation is governedby a mixed
controlled mechanism,and not by any one mechanism,
the hydriding rate controlling step changeswith the
reacted fraction and the applied hydrogen pressure.At
low applied hydrogen pressure,the hydriding rate-controlling step changesfrom hydrogen dissolutionto hy-

drogendiffusion,whileat highappliedhydrogenpressure,
the hydriding rate-controlling step changesfrom nucleation and growth to hydrogen diffusion.
6. CONCLUSION

(1) The first hydrogenation processof MINI, is a phase
transformation process,the rate-controlling step is
nucleation and growth of the B-phasebecausethere
exist fewer defectsin the matrix, and its kinetics can
be describedsatisfactorily by the JMA equation.
(2) After activation, whenthe appliedhydrogenpressure
is low, the rate controlling step in the hydriding
processof MlNi, is the dissociativechemisorptionof
hydrogen moleculeson the MlNi, surface.With the
increasingapplied hydrogen pressurewhich makes
the dissociativechemisorptionfaster, the boundary
transition becomesthe controlling step.In this stage,
the hydriding rate is controlled by dissolution of
hydrogen. As the appliedpressureincreasesfurther,
the nucleationand growth of the hydride control the
hydriding rate. In the later stage,regardlessof the
applied hydrogen pressure, hydrogen diffusion
through the hydride phaseis the rate-controllingstep.
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